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MISSOULA--

Twenty-six students in business administration at the University of Montana in Missoula were honored recently at the 28th Annual Scholarship Awards Banquet of the UM School of Business Administration. Scholarships presented totaled $6,275.

Banquet keynote speaker was James R. Hodge, Butte, chief executive officer of the Montana International Trade Commission, who discussed "Montana Growth and the College Graduate."

Dr. Rudyard B. Goode, dean of the UM School of Business Administration, introduced recipients of graduate assistantships and presided over the award presentations. UM students receiving graduate assistantships are Richard King, Marcia Niles and LaVerne Vertrees, Missoula; Claudia Denker, Clearwater, Fla.; David Rehbein, Cannon Falls, Minn., and Thomas Lampe, Northfield, Minn.

Other honor awards and recipients include:

MONTANA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS AWARD--Junior Scholarship of $375 presented to Jody Smart, Libby; Medallion to Fred Hall, Missoula.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AWARD--One-year subscription to the Wall Street Journal and silver medal embedded in clear plastic presented to Fred Hall, Missoula.

GALUSA, HIGGINS AND GALUSHA SCHOLARSHIP IN MEMORY OF HUGH D. GALUSHA SR., HAL P. HIGGINS AND HUGH D. GALUSHA JR.--$500 presented to DaLonna Coor, Polson; $500 presented to Margaret Dufresne, Missoula.

The Galusha, Higgins and Galusha Scholarships are given in memory of the following:

Anne Harris, Einar Peterson, Marcy E. Ross, Marguerite L. Maronick, James H. Kilbourne, Ann L. Mather (scholarships from three donors), Warren Welch, Leonard Haggerty, Robert P. Porter Sr., Ethelyn A. Hall, Charles Plymale, Judge Lester H. Loble, James Gronberg.
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Also, Bob Foster, Rosie Petrie, Ina Marie MacDonald, Katherin Orton, William N. Dixon Jr., Dr. Clem Shafer Sr., Mrs. R. F. Hibbs, Mrs. M. M. Goodsill, Marcus Dick Stauduhar, Chet Axelem.


HASKINS AND SELLS SCHOLARSHIP--Accounting scholastic award of $500 and silver medallion to John Hedge, Helena.

MONTANA BANKERS ASSOCIATION 25 YEAR CLUB AWARD--Junior Finance Scholarship of $300 presented to Jeffrey Mortensen, Helena.

MISSOULA COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS $100 SCHOLARSHIP AND MISSOULA MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE $100 SCHOLARSHIP--Both presented to Steven L. Dahlstrom, Missoula.

INTERMOUNTAIN COMPANY DIVISION OF HOERNER WALDORF CORPORATION--Scholarship of $500 presented to Richard Wiens, Glasgow.


THE MONTANA POWER COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP--Scholarship of $500 presented to Jean Reppe, Winnett.

O. R. RUBIE FOUNDATION--$500 presented to Roberta Dahl, Billings; $500 presented to James Scanlan, Helena.

PLUM CREEK LUMBER COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP--Scholarship of $350 presented to Steve Schmidt, Plentywood.

MISSOULA MERCANTILE SCHOLARSHIP--Scholarship of $350 presented to James Grutkowski, Miles City.

MISSOULA ASSOCIATION OF BIG "I" INSURANCE AGENTS--Scholarship of $250 presented to Charles Turner, Shelby.
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PRUDENTIAL FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP--Scholarship of $350 presented to Leonard Deppmeier, Missoula.

HOERNER WALDORF CORPORATION OF MONTANA--Scholarship of $250 presented to Charlotte Heywood, Missoula.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AWARD--Accounting Dictionary presented to Craig Anderson, Helena.

MISSOULA CHAPTER, SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS--$100 presented to Bradley Shepherd, Baker.

DEAN'S AWARD TO THE OUTSTANDING AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (AFIT) STUDENT AT MALMSTROM AIR FORCE BASE, GREAT FALLS--"An Award of Excellence in Academic Performance and Service" presented to James C. McGuire, Baltimore, Md. Under the AFIT program, the UM School of Business Administration awards master's degrees in business administration to missile launch control officers at Malmstrom.
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